Knowledge Of Handling Difficult Customers
As an example, in North America, they tend to be on time punctually and they expect
others to be punctual also. They do not appreciate any late or delay. But in others
places, such as Malaysia, showing up 15 minutes or even an hour late is not considered
a problem. This is because of the different concept of time in different places.
To provide quality service
In a customers-focused environment, one must always provide good quality service.
There are always customers who speak different languages or with special needs. One
must provide best service regardless the type of customers. Such as, for customers with
disabilities in hearing, American with Disabilities Act protects people from discrimination.
One could speak slowly or reduce background noise.
Service with quality must always be provided regardless the generation too.
For elderly, one need to be respectful, patient, and most importantly guard against
biases. While dealing with younger customers, one must know the wants and need, also
one should never talk down to them.
Having positive global service
Positive global service is a state of mind that is important too. One shall put their best
foot forward and offer whatever level of assistance possible. One need identify true
customer needs by listening proactively and take the time to get to know more about
your customer. Also, should verify understanding and engage in relationship-building
strategies immediately. Besides, having positive global service also means stay abreast
of current industry trends and strategies for delivering quality customer service. There
was a survey conducted by www.eMarketer.com in Q1 2012 titled “Likelihood to
Purchase Based on Satisfaction with Customer Service Interactions According to US
Consumers. And the survey showed that, 86% of ‘very satisfied’ consumers are like to
purchase while 64% of ‘very dissatisfied’ consumers are not like to purchase.
Having a good behavioral style
Having good behavioral style in important in customer-focused environment as
behavioral style plays major role in how people will react in situations. Everyone is
different, therefore it is important not to stereotype. One must learn to deal with own
emotions and know own style and understand how one tends to react in certain
situations to success in customer-focused environment.

Knowledge of handling difficult customers
There are always any type of customers to deal with including difficult customers. Some
of the examples of different types of difficult customers that are demanding, rude,
indecisive, talkative, or dissatisfied. Therefore, knowledge of handling difficult customers
is an important component for customer-focused environment. One must know the
strategies for dealing with different types of difficult customers, and must always avoid
stereotyping. For example, when dealing with indecisive customers, one must be
patient, listen actively, suggest other options and provide guide decision making to
customers.
Preventing dissatisfaction
One of the component in customer-focused environment is to prevent any
dissatisfaction of customers as it will lead lost in customers and most importantly,
influences of company image in the industry. To prevent customers’ dissatisfaction, one
should think like the customers to truly understand what the customers needs, pamper
customers with excellent services and respect the customers, also, always try to exceed
their expectations to impress them. Besides, one must know the right problem solving
process to prevent dissatisfaction.
Admit errors
In customer-focused environment, errors or mistakes are strongly to be avoided at all
times. But inevitably, there are always sometimes there are errors. When there are
errors, the important component is to admit errors. Ego can make it hard sometimes but
one need to take the responsibility when something does not work right and fix the
problem. The best example of this component would be the tainted Tylenol in 1982,
they took swift action and spend lots of money to correct the problem.
Customer loyalty
Customer loyalty is an important components in customer-focused environment too.
Customer loyalty are always emotional rather than rational. Customer loyalty plays a
major role in customer comeback. Customer loyalty is one thing to strive for as it has a
big impact.
Customer Service Strategy
Good customer service strategy is a component in this environment. As everyone
knows, increased satisfaction means increased profits. And customer satisfaction is
based one customer service. Therefore, customer service strategy are major
component also. Some of the tips of customer service strategy are:- 1) Always only deal
with one customer at a time and pay attention to customer so you can address their
needs. 2) Give customers special treatment, and make sure they know they are special

3) Know your customers and do something unexpected to impress them 4) Always sell
the benefits, not features as it will attracts customer more.
Strive for Quality
Quality of products is what customers concern the most after all. Therefore, quality of
products is extremely important.
Example of an existing service-oriented organization in Malaysia and how these
components are applied and practiced:
Website
www.maxis.com.my
Industry
Telephone and Multimedia
Address
Maxis Berhad
Corporate Affairs
Level 22, Menara Maxis
Kuala Lumpur City Centre
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Telephone #
(6)03 2330 7000
Information
We are proud to have helped our fellow Malaysians communicate better through the
years. As we continue to improve our services and technology for the future, we never
forget that our first priority is always to improve your lives.
Now, learn about who we are, get updated investor information, read the latest news
about Maxis as well as find out opportunities to join our world-class team.
Customer Service Charter

Our Vision
To bring the future to our customers’ lives and business, in a manner that is simple,
personalised and enriching, by efficiently and creatively harnessing leading-edge
technology and delivering a brand of service experience that is reliable and enchanting.
Maxis is about life enablement.
Part of our job at Maxis is to make sure that technology is never scary. Or even, remote
from your daily activity. Our challenge is to answer successfully the question "how
human can the technology become?"
We have four words to describe the spirit of Maxis, the things that should come across
in every single thing that we do, for customers and for everyone who works together in
the company.
By focusing on just four words we define ourselves.
This is what Maxis stands for.
Simple
We aim to keep everything we do as simple as possible. For example, customers
understand what it is we are telling them because we do it in a way that is
straightforward and easy to understand.
We make things simple for everyone, including ourselves. Keeping things simple also
means that everything we say is said in a clear direct tone of voice that is friendly and
human.
Trustworthy
Trust is crucial in every successful relationship and this is true between customers and
Maxis, just as it is true between the company and its employees. All good relationships
are built on trust which inspires confidence, and, assurance, conviction and reliance.
To be trustworthy is a way of life.
Creative
Creativity defines us and therefore differentiates us from our competition. It inspires not
only our communication style, but also how we answer the phone, design our stores,
and deal with challenges.
Creative runs through everything we do and everything we say, it's in our DNA.

Brave
To lead people into new territories we have to be brave. We have the courage to try
new things, to take the occasional calculated risk, to go where our competitors have not
been. It ensures that we stay at the forefront and that our customers benefit from new
and better ways of doing things.
It means doing the right thing, rather than the easy thing. It means having the courage
of our convictions. Brave is the quality of a true leader.
Having the correct concept of time
Concept of time in each country is different. Maxis always know the correct concept of
time in Malaysia.
The concept of time in Malaysia is more into Polychromic.
Polychromic refer to the perception of time that should not interfere with relationships
and elements of happiness.
For example, Maxis would not bar your service if you are overdue payment for the first
month only. They will still continue using the service until the next due date.
To provide quality service
Malaysia is a multi-races country. We have different races of people whom speaks
different language in our daily routine. Maxis ensure that every of their staffs are
professional, all of the staffs able to speaks at least two languages fluently, Bahasa
Melayu and English.
Having positive global service
Staffs in Maxis are professional in their services too. They always smile and speak
nicely to customers in every situation.
Having a good behavioral style
Maxis’s staffs are mostly well-trained. They are able to handle multi-task at one
moment. They are trained well to handle emergencies incident, like service break-down
too.
Knowledge of handling difficult customers
Maxis’s employee always provide best sercvices to every customers. Even when facing
rude customer, they speak nicely and try their best to settle their problems. While

handling indecisive customers, they are always patient enough to attend them and help
them in to make decision in professional way by provide them helpful guide and advise.
Preventing dissatisfaction
Maxis always do their best to prevent dissatisfaction. For example, even when
customer’s service is barred after two month of overdue payment, customer can always
phone customer service hotline to request for temporary unbarring for a few days before
making payment.
Customer loyalty
Maxis clearly know that ustomer loyalty is an important components in customerfocused environment. Customer loyalty are always emotional rather than rational.
Therefore, Maxis always offers package or contracts that have benefits to their
customers.
Customer Service Strategy
Good customer service strategy is a component in this environment. As everyone
knows, increased satisfaction means increased profits. Maxis clearly aware of that too.
For example, Maxis has changed their package for 3G data services. Previously, Maxis
do not provide unlimited 3G data quota. But now, Maxis starts to provide unlimited 3G
data quota, just that they will adjust the surfing speed after exceeding subscribed quota.
As this package is more preferable for most data services users.
Strive for Quality
Quality of products is what customers concern the most after all. Therefore, quality of
products is extremely important. Maxis has the widest coverage while this is what the
most of the users concern. No one like their telephone or internet is out of coverage as
this is very inconvenient for them.
Questions 2
Types of complainers and the customer response strategy is discussed below:
It doesn't matter if you run a multibillion-dollar airline or a small mom-and-pop gas
station: Any customer can complain about you--loudly and publicly, where the world can
see it--if he or she feels wronged.
What does that mean for your company? Well, social media nowadays makes anyone a
impact-full complainer. It allows anyone with a computer or smart phone to broadcast
what you did wrong, and how upset he or she is with you, in pretty close to real time.
And it means bad influences of your company reputation and images.

But there is always a way to fix the problems or find the solutions. First, however, you
need to identify the types of complainers.
1. First-Time Complainer
This is someone to whom you should react immediately. This customer has never
complained about your service before--in fact, you've never even heard of her--but you
need to take action immediately.
Most common complaint: Something has really screwed up that she wasn't expecting,
probably because she's had good service in the past.
How to react: Reach out to this person right away and focus on problem solving. Start
by saying, "Sorry to hear you're having trouble. Would please you email me for help?"
This does several things: It gets to the heart of the matter; it demonstrates to anyone
else watching you're fixing the problem; and it takes the complaint out of your stream.
2. Serial Complainer
This customer is a pain. He likes to hear himself talk, and your lucky company happens
to now be in the crosshairs. Search his history, and you'll see that virtually everything he
says is a downer.
Most common complaint: Whatever happens to be the sand in his shoe today.
How to react: Chances are he won't be happy with any response, so your best bet is to
just get him handled and gone. Offer something quick and easy to placate him, then get
him off your radar. People do understand there are some people that just can't be
satisfied; you'll get credit for giving it a good-faith effort.
3. Best-Customer Complainer
Danger, Will Robinson! When one of your best customers lodges a surprise complaint,
you need to drop whatever you're working on to address the issue. Remember the old
adage that 10% of customers bring in 90% of the revenue? Well, this is one of those
10%. Pay attention.
Most frequent complaint: These customers rarely complain; they usually compliment.
How to react: Chances are that something really stupid got her mad, and now you need
to react. Fix it ASAP. Do whatever it takes; spend the time with her. Chances are your
best customer will love you even more for taking quick action.

4. Multimedia Complainer
These customers are tough: They've documented their grievance with photos and
videos and multiple camera angles, and they're uploading in real time, because that's
what they are good at.
Most common complaint: Anything that makes for good video or still photos.
How to react: Respond quickly, even if you don't have a full-fledged solution right away,
to get to a cease-fire. Then, of course, you have to come up with a real way to address
the issue.
5. "Dear @cnnbreakingnews" Complainer
This customer believes that any wrong he's suffered deserves the attention of mass
media, and he'll make sure to CC all the Twitter and Facebook accounts he can find.
Fortunately, he's the first cousin of the Serial Complainer--some people just cannot be
satisfied--so you can probably handle the situation quickly and then forget it.
Most common complaint: Anything that can be ended with "... and you should totally do
a story on this."
How to react: Consider it from a reporter's perspective: How important is the issue? Is
he alleging you've scammed thousands, or is it trivial? Have other customers had
similar issues? The media looks for trends--trends make good stories--but chances are
this complainer cries wolf to CNN on everything; it might be news to him, but it's
probably not to CNN.
That said, be sure your terms of service and agreements are clear and easily
accessible. If the issue is really that important, then you want to be sure your customer
agreements are wired tight.
An example of a scenario from the company’s experience and the kind of empowerment
needed to response in a positive manner.
Company
Pizza Hut Restaurants SdnBhd
Website
www.pizzahut.com.my
Address

Level 20, Wisma KFC,
No. 17, Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Contact
Tel 603. 2026 3388
Fax 603. 2026 8333 Kindly address your feedback to:
» General Manager, Operations
» General Manager, Marketing
Values
Feedback
Customer feedback is an important way for us to better improve our service. We would
like to hear your feedback in the form of suggestions, comments, complaints and any
other information related to our company and our services. Your feedback is very
valuable to us.
Mission Statement
P.E.A.R.L.S
Core Values at Pizza hut (P.E.A.R.L.S) for Employees
Have a
PASSION
for excellence in everything that is being done.
EXECUTE
with positive energy and urgency.
Be individually and collectively

ACCOUNTABLE
for growth in people, customer satisfaction and profitability.
Find reasons to
RECOGNIZE
the achievement of others and have fun doing it.
LISTEN
and more importantly, respond to the voice of the customer.
Think
SAFETY
first.
Customer Complains Handling
B.L.A.S.T tool i.e. Believe, Listen, Apologize, Satisfy, and Thank.
Pizza hut sees every customer complaint as an opportunity to maintain confidence in its
products and services. There is customer complains center in which any customer has
right to complain about the issues he/she is facing. Customers can complain directly to
the manager, through website and by mailing them. Mails are checked daily and
responded back to customer. There is also comment card system which is strictly
checked.
Customers get to make complain through various ways such as,
a) Making a call to their office
b) Fax a formal complain letter to their office
c) Through their website which is www.pizzahut.com.my
d) By emailing them
e) By writing in with comment card available at every of their branches
In either way of all the above, Pizza Hut always encourage complainers to straightly
address to their General Manager.

Mails are checked daily and responded back to customer. Also, comment card system
is always checked.
The main complain of Pizza Hut is towards their slow services.
Either be it dine in or take away or ordering home delivery, Pizza Hut also get
complained on late serving and late delivery. This is mostly because of the lack of staff.
Pizza Hut has taken it seriously as this is making their customers very unhappy and
they are losing their customers to them! This is no good for any company. Which is how,
PHD is born. PHD is Pizza Hut Delivery, which means PHD will focus on delivery orders
while Pizza Hut branches will only need to handle their dine-in customers. This has
effectively works and successfully solved the problems for both services. Besides, Pizza
Hut also recruited new staff to meet the needs and avoid in any late anymore.
Before this, one common scenario in Pizza Hut that we will always see is that,
customers waited very long for their food to be served after ordering, sometimes it tooks
near 60 minutes. And when this happens, for sure, customers complain.
As tasked to handle customer complaints, there are two kinds of empowerment needed
to respond in a positive manner.
First, I would need the empowerment of giving benefits.
To calm an angry customer who waited too long for their foods, the first thing is has to
deliver their food to them as soon as possible. Besides, to further calm them down and
remain Pizza Hut reputation, we could give them some treats. For example, it could be
% of total bill, or giving free foods/drinks, vouchers/coupon which entitle them treats
during their next visit.
Secondly, the empowerment to hire new and more staff.
This kind of empowerment would solve the problems effectively, as slow food serving is
mainly due to the lack of staff. If there are insufficient staffs in taking order and
preparing the foods, of course the foods going to be served slow. Therefore, with this I
believe the complaints could be avoided.

